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'I" "'"^he paper'entitled" "Proposals for the Establishment of ^Sub-Regional
Inter-Governmental nacfiinery for Economic Integration in East Africa"

(Document D/CN H/hj/ecOP/S) was presented for the Sub-Regional Meeting
on Uconoiaic Co~ope-ration3 held in Lusaka from the 26th October till
2n& ffovfenribe* 19 65.
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Document E/CCT.u/346, ^/cir.i4/iij/bC0P/i2 contains the resolutions

that were pasted Taj the coununes represented at Lusaka m response to
the proposals contained m the above document and m the industry studies
«t If-

ir

?

presented to the Conference.

Reports are submitted to the present Conference -as a model of
l&the sort -of inter-governmental arrangements that can be made to facilitate
^industrial harmpnis-ation and other aspects of economic co-operation in

Africa-

The proposals for institutional arrangements were -on£^d^a#iw?$p

after consultation with the Governments of the SuV-region,

Proposals

submitted for the decision of Governments in other Sub-Jregions will, * ;'
necessarily have to reflect the wishes of those governments'as far"as"'
they can be ascertained
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products for their ,Giffla";pec>ple -'as -isflhsumers.,

rather than, in. .getting

-/the industry established for tlie purposes.^of .cheating .income* and,.:employra.entu
■6.

.Histakes..in prograciming,.the various ..interlocking aspects .-of --"1-ndius^

trial projects 9. especially ..in constructing ancilliary facilities.,

als-'o-

tend to-""be quite frequent in,.countries -"to which artdus.trialiaati.on--is. a
novel process«

Inter-governmental consultations

stage should allow countries which are

at

the pre-inyestpieht

sponsoring projects to make concrete

arrangements'. for the"""'"actual'movement and trading.of the,■tW'Q&uctp -of the
■ente^t&tsW,'1 especially "for^-the construction of the physical means of
transport9■usually requiring longer periods of implementation than the

productive enterprises themselves % for the supply of power., water arid

■'drainage i-a-nd for-the-.training- of- personnel-.r-.;Aill these ;aspects"^oi'. i
■-■ifcrial.■develp,pment: should, "become increasingly, "bet'ter- pro-gx-.amnj^cl as -a
o.f.. .inter-governmental-consultation and scrutiny .■by partners with

'The corollary of ensuring suitable arid economical 'techniques -.of .p-ro-

.ion-j reasonable prices for equipment, and tolerable financial ■arrange
ments -thrbugh "more ■thorough work at the pre-investment stage should be

that the degree of protection needed to ensure the -Viability' of' pr%tlu;ct'ive
enterprises is correspondingly reduced.-.

The ..experiences of .other Regions

suggest ■-that in. tlie,:.r..ush tpwards industrialisation an Africa the .excessive
use. ,:of protectionist .devices,..would create long-term ..problems which, 'Owing

to. the vested .interests inevitably :b.u.ilt up in Ijhe process, are particularly
.difficult .to correct,.

T.he influence of potential consumer .countries

in

the. ■preparation, of an industrial project :shouldi.par.ticular.Iy ^ensure t-feat
protection-Is used, to support .an..infant.-industry but do:es :npt beqame a

permanent,, feature .of .Africa's industrial .economies^ keeping up ,pr-iyc.es .and
the; -cost ;of living .and blunting incentives =to technological ;pr.ogr:ess.

8.
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Although this question has .yet t.o be faeed by -the African Gov-ernments

in .detai^,it should,,be ..presumed that the opiiit ^participation. :o£ ^a group

of, rOOTantpiee in the arrangement,,.of ."linancing -for .andus;tr,ial projects.. .

should, cheapen the ,co.,s..t. of. external, ■.capita^- and.s perhaps even more;;.important,
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make its other terms,

such as repayment periods.,

other hano.; capital-exporting countries,
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less, onerous™

On the

which are faced with demands

for., capital assistance inevitably far in excess of the available supply,.
should find in the inter-governmental institutions a forum for -the
#

■■■■■'

■ .■:

indentification of priorities..

. y:

. .■

Conversely,

in the deployment of such assistance,
factors*, should be minimized.

■ ■

the degree of irrationality

often'due to short-term political

The effectiveness of foreign capital

..flowing into 'c> 3 industrial development of'"Africa should also be greatly
improved by the market advantages which'sub-regional co-operation offers,,

In particular^ as far as private capital investment is concerned, the
^ ■■element: of risk wlioh makes.-.the cost of.capital..to Africa- so ; high, -, should
be'conside-rably'redueed. ■(■■■:■■
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Questions of the"choice"bf location aro of course" of the essence1 of

industrial harmonizationV "Experience suggests that techni6ally:"op:iimum
choices of location9 however these are defined/ :cann~at most of-tMe^time
be expected.

But a system of multi-national co-operation in which the

views' of consumers and producers,,

and the aspiration of each country to

some degree of industrialization,

are all balanced through a process of

continuous consultation should serve as a means of minimising the extent
of the departures from optimum solutions*

10. It is also already apparent that the reconciliation of the rival
interests of different African countries in the field of industrial
development is to be found through a programme of sequential development

of the elements in a unified sub-regional industry rather than through
the permanent allocation of any given industry to one area to the exclusion
of all

others.

The process of joint long-rang© planning which is implicit

in sub-regional industrial harmonization should serve to make this
obvious to the planning authorities

Decisions which,9

in each participating country.

if taken .in isolation,

of surplus capacity at the wrong times

would lead to the construction
can then be taken in the light

of reliable information on the supply and demand situation for the
products of an industry in an identifiable market,

Conversely?. national

industrial planning which is now often confined to an unsuitably short
planning period,

and sometimes influenced by blind and random choices,,

should by this means become a■more rational process*
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11.. One of the sources

of tension in any arrangement for economic "co

operation is the inequalities in the conditions under which firms work
in"the different

countries;

changes in taxation,

inequalities

company law3

to time. ' If these conditions are

etc.s

which arise inevitably with the

made "by each country from'time

allowed to diverge too radically,

then the conflicts willHehd to undermine the system of co-operation
itself.

Consequently^

inter-governmental

role1 to play in securing the'resolution

and amicable fashion. "■ ■

"

consultation has

of these

tensions

an important
in an orderly

"

::1,2.- ..T-he. ■alcove., examples illustrate .the. manner, in which inter-gove.2?n;mental

co-operation through organized procedures

can :a_ssls.1;

the.:;p.rocess.. of ■ ;

industrializaticn at its various stages in Africa, .given that generally
speaking .the prospects of such industrialization are bound; up with

co-operation-.*
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